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         Flash Point Testers
          A tester that automates the flash point tester
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               Abel Closed Cup Flash Point Tester
                abl-8 is an automated Abel Closed Cup flash point tester.
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               Tag Closed Cup Flash Point Tester
                atg-8 is an automated Tag Closed flash point tester.
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               Automated Pensky-Martens Closed Cup Flash Point Tester
                apm-100 is an automated Pensky-Martens Closed Cup flash point tester.
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               Cleveland Open Cup Flash Point Tester
                aco-8 is an automated Cleveland Open Cup flash point tester.
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               Small Scale Closed Cup Flash Point Tester
                asc-8 is an automated Small Scale Closed Cup flash point tester.
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         Distillation Tester
          A tester that automates the atmospheric distillation test method
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         Pour / Cloud / Freezing Point Tester
          A tester to determine POUR POINT (PP) and CLOUD POINT (CP) with small specimen size and shorter tes…
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         CFPP Tester
          A tester to determine Cold Filter Plugging Point (CFPP) of diesel fuel
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         Aniline Point Tester
          A tester to determine aniline point for wide range of samples
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         Softening Point Tester
          A tester to determine softening point of bitumen by using Ring-and Ball apparatus
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         Micro Carbon Residue Tester
          A tester that automates the vaporizing / coking process of Micro carbon residue test
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         Reid Method Vapor Pressure Tester
          A tester to determine Reid vapor pressure (RVP) utilizing a miniaturized cylinder.
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         Sulfur Analyzers
          A fluorescent X-ray analyzer that analyzes total sulfur in petroleum products.
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               EDXRF Sulfur Analyzer (12 positions)
                rx-630SA determines total sulfur in petroleum products using energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (…
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               EDXRF Sulfur Analyzer
                RX-360SH is a single test version of X-ray sulfur meter taking the same measuring principle as that…
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               WDXRF Sulfur Analyzer
                FX-700 Mk2 determines total sulfur in ultra low sulfur fuels using wavelength dispersive X-ray fluo…
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         Colorimeter for Petroleum Products
          A tester to determine 4 kinds of Colors, utilizing the Tri-Stimulus values from spectroscopy method 
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         Cloud Point Tester for Surfactants
          A tester to determine cloud point test of nonionic surfactants 
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